To store and search genomic databases efficiently, researchers have recently started building compressed self-indexes based on grammars. In this paper we show how, given a straight-line program with r rules for a string S[1..n] whose LZ77 parse consists of z phrases, we can store a self-index for S in O(r + z log log n) space such that, given a pattern P [1..m], we can list the occ occurrences of P in S in O m 2 + occ log log n time. If the straight-line program is balanced and we accept a small probability of building a faulty index, then we can reduce the O m 2 term to O(m log m). All previous self-indexes are larger or slower in the worst case.
.m], we can quickly list the occ occurrences of P in
S.
Claude and Navarro [3] gave the first compressed self-index based on grammars or, more precisely, straight-line programs (SLPs). An SLP is a context-free grammar (CFG) in Chomsky normal form that generates only one string. time, respectively, where h is the height of the parse tree. Our model is the word RAM with Θ(log n)-bit words; except where stated otherwise, by log we mean log 2 and we measure space in words. The same authors [4] recently gave a self-index that has better time bounds and can be based on any CFG generating S and only S. Specifically, they showed how, given such a CFG with r distinct terminal and non-terminal symbols and R symbols on the righthand sides of the rules, we can build a self-index that takes O(R) space and supports extraction in O( + h log(R/h)) time and pattern matching in O m 2 log(log n/ log r ) + occ log r time.
If we are not concerned about the constant coefficient in the space bound, we can improve Claude and Navarro's time bound for extraction. Calculation
shows that h log(R/h) ≥ log n. Given a CFG generating S and only S with R symbols on the righthand sides of the rules, we can turn it into an SLP with O(R) rules (although the number of distinct symbols and the height of the parse tree can each increase by a factor of O(log n)). Bille et al. [5] showed how we can store such an SLP in O(R) space and support extraction in O( + log n) time.
Combining their result with Claude and Navarro's improved one, we obtain an index that still takes O(R) space and O m 2 log(log(n)/ log r ) + occ log r time for pattern matching but only O( + log n) time for extraction.
In this paper we show how, given an SLP for S with r rules, we can build a self-index that takes O(r + z log log n) space, where z is the number of phrases in the LZ77 parse of S, and supports extraction in O( + log n) time and pattern matching in O m 2 + occ log log n time. Therefore, by the observations above,
given a CFG generating S and only S with R symbols on the righthand sides of the rules, we can build an index with the same time bounds that takes O(R + z log log n) space.
If we are given a balanced SLP for S -i.e., one for which the parse tree is height-or weight-balanced [6] -and we accept a small probability of building a faulty index, then we do not need Bille et al.'s result to extract in O( + log n) time and we can reduce the time bound for pattern matching to O(m log m + occ log log n). Rytter [7] showed how we can build such an SLP with O(z log(n/z)) rules, and proved that no SLP for S has fewer than z rules. His algorithm still has the best known approximation ratio even when the SLP need not be balanced, but performs badly in practice. Recently, however, Maruyama, Sakamoto and Takeda [8] gave a practical online algorithm that produces a balanced SLP with O z log 2 n rules. In other words, requiring the SLP to be balanced is a reasonable restriction both in theory and in practice. Table 1 summarizes Claude and Navarro's bounds and our own. Since all the self-indexes mentioned can be made to support extraction in O( + log n) time without increasing their space usage by more than a constant factor, we do not include this bound in the table. As noted above, given a CFG generating S and only S with R symbols on the righthand sides of the rules, we can turn it into an SLP with O(R) rules, so our first result is as general as Claude and Navarro's;
the r in the second row of the table can be replaced by R. By Rytter's result, Table 1 : Claude and Navarro's bounds and our own. In the first row, R is the number of symbols on the righthand sides of the rules in a given CFG generating S and only S, and r is the number of distinct terminal and non-terminal symbols in that CFG. In the second and third rows, r is the number of rules in a given SLP for S -which must be balanced in the third row -and z is the number of phrases in the LZ77 parse of S.
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we can assume z ≤ r = O(z log(n/z)).
There are other self-indexes optimized for highly repetitive strings but comparing ours against them directly is difficult. trees of P and S"; Kreft and Navarro's [13] time bound depends on the depth of nesting in the LZ77 parse.
We still use many ideas from Kreft and Navarro's work, which we describe in Section 2. In Section 3 we show how, given an SLP for S with r rules, we can build a self-index that takes O(r + z log log n) space and supports extraction in O( + log n) time and pattern matching in O m 2 + occ log log n time. We also show how, with the same self-index, in O m 2 log log n time we can compute all cyclic shifts and maximal substrings of P that occur in S. In Section 3 we show how, if the SLP is balanced and we accept a small probability of building a faulty index, then we can reduce the time bound for pattern matching to O(m log m + occ log log n). Finally, in Section 5 we discuss directions for future work.
Kreft and Navarro's Self-Index
The LZ77 compression algorithm works by parsing S from left to right into Alstrup, Brodal and Rauhe [14] described a data structure for pattern matching in dynamic strings that supports the non-destructively splitting and concatenating of substrings in time polylogarithmic in the current length of the string.
It follows that, given the LZ77 parse of S, we can build a compressed index for S in z log O(1) n time and space. Nevertheless, Kreft and Navarro [13] we treat S as ending with a special character $ lexicographically less than any in the alphabet, and each reversed phrase as ending with another special character #. Figure 3 shows the Patricia trees for this example.
Their next component is a data structure for four-sided range reporting on a z × z grid storing z points, with each point (i, j) indicating that the lexi- cographically ith reversed phrase is followed in S by the lexicographically jth suffix starting at a phrase boundary. Figure 4 shows the grid for our running example S = abaababaabaab. Kreft and Navarro use a wavelet tree, which takes O(z) space and answers queries in O((p + 1) log z) time, where p is the number of points reported [16] . Many other data structures are known for this problem, however, with different time-space tradeoffs.
Their final component is (essentially) a data structure for two-sided range reporting on an n × n grid storing at most z − 1 points, with each point (i, j)
indicating that S[i.
.j] is a phrase's source. The grid for S = abaababaabaab is 7
shown beside the LZ77 parse in Figure 2 . They implement this data structure with a compressed bitvector (as a predecessor data structure) and a rangeminimum data structure, which take O(z log n) + o(n) bits of space and answer We can use a new data structure by Chan, Larsen and Pǎtraşcu [17] for four-sided range reporting, instead of a wavelet tree, and a y-fast trie [18] for predecessor queries, instead of a compressed bitvector. Calculation shows that Kreft and Navarro's space bound then changes to O(z log log z) words and their time bound improves to O m 2 d + m log log z + occ log log n . Bille and
Gørtz [19] showed how, by storing one-dimensional range-reporting data struc-tures at each node in the top log log z levels of the Patricia trees, we can eliminate the O(m log log z) term: if m ≤ log log z then instead of the data structure for four-sided range reporting, we can use the one-dimensional range-reporting data structures, which are faster; otherwise, the O m 2 term dominates the O(m log log z) term anyway. Thus, by implementing the components differently in Kreft and Navarro's self-index, we obtain one that takes O(z log log z) space and supports pattern matching in O m 2 d + occ log log n time.
If we are given an SLP for S with r rules then we can also combine Bille et al.'s [5] with our modification of Kreft and Navarro's. We can use Bille et al.'s data structure for extracting nodes' path labels while pattern matching, so we obtain a self-index that takes O(r + z log log z) space and supports extraction in O( + log n) time and pattern matching in O m 2 + m log n + occ log log n time. In Section 3 we explain how to remove the O(m log n) term by taking advantage of the fact that, while pattern matching, we extract nodes' path labels only from phrase boundaries.
Self-Indexing with an Unbalanced SLP
Suppose we are given an SLP for S with r rules and a list of t specified positions from which we want to support linear-time extraction, e.g., from the phrase boundaries in the LZ77 parse. We can build an instance of Bille et al.'s [5] data structure and support extraction from any position in O( + log n) time, where is the length of the substring extracted. When = Ω(log n) we have O( + log n) = O( ), i.e., the extraction is linear-time. Therefore, we need worry only about extracting substrings of length o(log n) from around the t specified positions.
Consider each substring that starts log n characters to the left of a specified position and ends log n characters to the right of that position. By the definition of LZ77, the first occurrence of that substring crosses a phrase boundary. If we store a pointer to the first occurrence of each such substring, which takes O(t)
space, then we need worry only about extracting substrings of length o(log n) from around the phrase boundaries. Now consider the string S [1.
.n ] obtained from S by removing any character at distance more than log n from the nearest phrase boundary. Notice that S can be parsed into O(z) substrings, each of which
• occurs in S,
• has length at most log n,
• is either a single character or does not touch a phrase boundary in the LZ77 parse of S.
We claim that any such substring S [i.
.j] is split between at most 2 phrases in the LZ77 parse of S . To see why, consider that the first copy of S [i.
.j]
in S must touch a phrase boundary and is completely within distance log n of that phrase boundary, so it remains intact in S . Therefore, either
is a single character -which is obviously contained within only 1 phrase in the LZ77 parse of S -or S [i..j] is not the first occurrence of that substring in S . It follows that the LZ77 parse of S consists of O(z) phrases. Clearly n = O(z log n), so we can apply Rytter's algorithm to build a balanced SLP for S that has r = O(z log(n /z)) = O(z log log n) rules. Since this SLP is balanced, its parse tree has height O(log z + log log n) and so we can store it in O(r ) = O(z log log n) space and support extraction from any position in S in
We now have a data structure that takes O(r + t + z log log n) space and supports extraction from any position in S in O( + log n) time and extraction from the t specified positions in O( + log z) time. If we choose the specified positions to be the phrase boundaries in the LZ77 parse of S, then we can combine it with our modification of Kreft and Navarro's index from Section 2 and obtain a self-index that takes O(r + z log log n) space and supports extraction in O( + log n) time and pattern matching in O m 2 + m log z + occ log log n time. We next eliminate the O(m log z) term by taking advantage of the fact that the SLP for S is balanced. We can already extract any substring in O( + log n ) time, so we first choose L = log n and store O(1) words to be able to extract any substring that crosses position i in O( + log log n ) time. We then choose L = log log n and store another O(1) words to be able to extract any such substring in O( + log log log n ) time. After log * n iterations, we have stored O(log * n ) words and can extract any such substring in O( ) time.
Lemma 1. Given a balanced SLP for a string S [1.
.n ] and a specified position in S , we can add O(log * n ) words to the SLP such that, if a substring of length crosses that position, then we can extract that substring in O( ) time.
Applying Lemma 1 to each of the positions in S of the phrase boundaries in the LZ77 parse of S, then combining the resulting data structure with our instance of Bille et al.'s data structure for S, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 2. Given an SLP for S with r rules and a list of t specified positions, we can store S in O(r + t + z log log n) space such that, if a substring of length crosses a specified position, then we can extract that substring in O( ) time.
Applying Corollary 2 to S and choosing the t specified positions to be the phrase boundaries in the LZ77 parse, we obtain a data structure that takes O(r + z log log n) space and supports extraction in O( + log n) time and extraction from around phrase boundaries in O( ) time. Combining that with our modification of Kreft and Navarro's self-index from Section 2, we obtain our first main result.
Theorem 3. Given a straight-line program with r rules for a string S[1.
.n] whose LZ77 parse consists of z phrases, we can store a self-index for S in O(r + z log log n) space such that we can extract any substring of length in O( + log n) time and, given a pattern P [1.
.m], we can list the occ occurrences of P in S in O m 2 + occ log log n time.
We note that this self-index supports fast circular pattern matching (see, e.g., [20] ), for which we want to find all the cyclic shifts P [j + 1.
.m]P [1.
.j] of P that occur in S. Listing the occurrences can be handled in the same way as listing occurrences of P , so we ignore that subproblem here. We modify our searching algorithm such that, when we would search in the first Patricia tree and such that the sum of the lengths of the path labels of v and w is at least m.
For each such pair, we perform a range-emptiness query (i.e., a range-reporting query that we stop early, determining only whether there are any points in the range) to check whether there are any phrase boundaries that are immediately preceded by the reverse of v's path label and immediately followed by w's path label. These phrase boundaries are precisely those that are crossed by cyclic shifts of P with the boundary between P [i] and P [i + 1]. This takes a total of O m 2 log log z time. .j] is the leftmost maximal substring of P crossing a phrase boundary at position i, and we record it as a candidate maximal substring of P occurring in S.
We now use doubling search to find the longest suffix
such that some phrase boundary is immediately preceded by P [h .
.i] and immediately followed by P [i+1..j +1], then we use doubling search to find the longest prefix P [i + 1.
.j ] such that some phrase boundary is immediately preceded by
.i] and immediately followed by P [i + 1..j ]. Notice that h > h, j > j and P [h ..j ] is the second maximal substring of P crossing a phrase boundary at position i, and we record it as another candidate maximal substring of P occurring in S.
We repeat this procedure until we have recorded all the candidate maximal substrings crossing a phrase boundary at position i. While we work, the left endpoints of the prefixes and right endpoints of the suffixes we consider do not move left, so we use a total of O(m log log z) time to find the candidates associated with each position i. Since two candidate associated with the same position cannot contain each other, there are at most m of them. Once we have all the candidates for every position i, finding the true maximal substrings of P that occur in S takes O m 2 time. In total we use O m 2 log log z time.
Corollary 4. Given a pattern P [1.
.m], we can use the self-index described in Theorem 3 to compute in O m 2 log log z time all the cyclic shifts and maximal substrings of P that occur in S.
Self-Indexing with a Balanced SLP
In this section we describe how, if the SLP we are given for S happens to be balanced, then we can improve the time bound in Theorem 3 using Karp-Rabin hashes [21] . A Karp-Rabin hash function . ] with ≤ n, the probability that > 0 and apply this construction with L set to each of the O(log log n) values n , n 2 , n 3 , . . . , 2, then we obtain the following result.
Lemma 5. Given a balanced SLP for a string S[1.
.n] and a specified position in S, we can add O(log log n) words to the SLP such that, if a substring of length crosses that position, then we can compute its Karp-Rabin hash in O(log ) time.
Applying Lemma 5 to each of the phrase boundaries in the LZ77 parse of S, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 6. Given a balanced SLP for S with r rules, we can store S in O(r + z log log n) space such that, if a substring of length crosses a phrase boundary, then we can compute its Karp-Rabin hash in O(log ) time. Navarro's self-index from Section 2, we obtain our second main result, below, except that our search time is O(m log m + m log log z + occ log log n) instead of O(m log m + occ log log n).
Theorem 7. Given a balanced straight-line program with r rules for a string S[1.
.m], we can list the occ occurrences of P in S in O(m log m + occ log log n) time. Our construction is randomized but, given any constant c, we can bound by 1/n c the probability that we build a faulty index.
Unfortunately, this time we cannot use Bille and Gørtz' [19] approach alone to eliminate the O(m log log z) term. When m ≤ log log z, storing one-dimensional range-reporting data structures at nodes in the top log log z levels of the Patricia trees means we use O(r + z log log n) space and O(m log m + occ log log n) search time; when m ≥ log z, the O(m log m) term dominates the O(m log log z)
term anyway. To deal with the case log log z < m < log z, we build a Patricia tree for the set of O(z log z) substrings of S that cross a phrase boundary, start at most log z characters before the first phrase boundary they cross, and end exactly log z characters after it (or at S[n], whichever comes first). At the leaf corresponding to each such substring, we store O(log log z) bits indicating the position in the substring where it first crosses a phrase boundary. In total this
Patrica tree takes O(z log log z) words.
If log log z < m < log z, we search for P in this new Patricia tree, which takes O(m) time. Suppose our search ends at node v. If P occurs in S, then the leaves in P 's subtree store the distinct positions in P 's primary occurrences where they cross phrase boundaries. To determine whether P occurs in S, it suffices for us to choose any one of those positions, say i, and check whether there is a phrase boundary immediately preceded by P [1.
.i] and immediately followed by P [i+1..m]. To do this, we search in our first two augmented Patricia trees and perform a range-emptiness query. If m ≤ log log z time then we can perform the range-emptiness query with the one-dimensional range-reporting data structures in O(1) time; otherwise, we perform the range-emptiness query with our data structure for four-sided range reporting in O(log log z) ⊆ O(m)
time. If we learn that P does not occur in S, then we stop here, having used a total of O(m) time. If we learn that P does occur in S, then in O(occ) time we traverse v's subtree to obtain the full list of distinct positions in P 's primary occurrences where they first cross phrase boundaries. For each such position, we search in our first two augmented Patricia trees and perform a range-reporting query. This takes O(m log m + occ log log z) time and gives us the positions of all P 's primary occurrences in S.
Future Work
We are currently working on a practical implementation of our self-index.
We believe the most promising avenue is to use Maruyama, Sakamoto and Takeda's [8] algorithm to build a balanced SLP, a wavelet tree as the rangereporting data structure [25, 16] and Ferragina's [24] restructuring to balance the Patricia trees. When m ≤ z -which is the case of most interest for many applications in bioinformatics -this implementation should take O(z) space and support location of all occ 1 primary occurrences in O((m + occ 1 ) log z) time, with reasonable coefficients. As we have explained, finding all secondary occurrences is relatively easy once we have found all the primary occurrences.
Approximate pattern matching is often more useful than exact pattern matching, especially in bioinformatics. Fortunately, Russo, Navarro, Oliveira and
Morales [26] showed how to support practical approximate pattern matching using indexes for exact pattern matching, and we believe most of their techniques are applicable to our self-index. One potential problem is how to perform backtracking using Patricia trees augmented with Karp-Rabin hashes, without storing or extracting edge labels. This is because comparing hashes tells us (with high probability) when strings differ, but it does not tell us by how much they differ. We are currently investigating a new variant of Karp-Rabin hashes by Policriti, Tomescu and Vezzi [27] that roughly preserves Hamming distance.
Finally, we have shown elsewhere [28] that supporting extraction from specified positions has applications to, e.g., sequential approximate pattern matching.
In that paper we developed a different data structure to support such extraction, which we have now implemented and found to be faster and more space-efficient than Kreft and Navarro's solutions. Nevertheless, we expect the solutions we have given here to be even better.
